
 

Fairy Tale Fixer Challenge 
 

 

Overview 

Standards 
3-5-ETS1-1 
RL.3.2; 4.2; 5.2 

Time 
2 Days of 30-45 minutes 

Materials 
1-2 Lux Blox STEAM Accelerator kits 
craft sticks 
paper & pencil 
trays or bins 

Objective    

   Consider criteria and constraints while building a solution for a fairy tale character. 

Directions 
 

 

Day 1 - Identify the Problem 
Time: 30 minutes 

Overview 

Students will identify and choose a problem to solve for a fairy tale character. 

 Preparation 
● Optionally, build and display the Lux Blox Castle (https://youtu.be/OYbMyDYu5Jw). 
● Gather fairy tale books that represent a wide variety of characters and situations. 
● Create a three-column chart on the board with the headings: Story, Character, and 

Problem. 
● Place students in groups based on class size and materials available. 

 

Teaching Ideas 
1. Prompt students to share with a partner what they know about fairy tales and examples 

of any they are familiar with. Elicit responses. 

2. Ask: Why are they called fairy tales? What sorts of problems do the characters face? How 
do they overcome these challenges? Why are there different versions of many fairy tales? 

3. Say: With your group, I want you to skim through the book I give you and find a 
character’s problem. Pass out the fairy tale books to each group. 

4. Encourage groups that identify a problem quickly to find another for the same or a 
different character in the story. 

5. When groups are ready, complete the three-column chart with several examples of 
problems. 



 

6. Choose one example to explore together. Ask the group that shared to describe the 

solution from the story. Ask: What are some other ways this problem could have been 
solved? Why do you think the characters solved the problem the way they did? Lead 
students to recognize that characters have needs, wants, and preferences that a solution 
must take into account.  

7. Say: A good solution must meet the needs, wants, and preferences of the user or client. If 
Cinderella was your client and she needed transportation to the ball, she would most 
likely not be happy with the possible solution of riding a horse to the ball while in a ball 
gown. The criteria, or goals of the design, describe what the client needs and wants in a 
successful solution. The constraints, or limits of a design, describe how much time, 
materials, and or money is available for a solution. 

8. Say: Next time we will design and build solutions for our fairy tale characters using a 
STEM tool called Lux Blox. Show students the example castle or a sample of the 
materials. Today I would like you to choose a fairy tale from these books or one that you 
are book familiar with and identify the character and problem you would like to solve.  

Wrap-Up 
● Ask students to make a three-column chart to identify the fairy tale, character, and 

problem they plan to solve. Have groups show you their choices as an exit ticket for the 
lesson. 

 

Day 2 - Planning and Building Solutions 
Time: 30-45 minutes (or more if you like!) 

Overview 

Students will plan and design a solution that meets the needs, wants, and preferences of a fairy 
tale character. 

Preparation 
● Organize materials for easy student access. Trays or plastic containers work well for 

students to collect materials. 
 

Teaching Ideas 
1. Ask students to take out the exit tickets from the previous lesson. Elicit volunteers to 

share what they wrote. Then, ask them to identify the needs and wants of their character 
and possible solutions they have thought about. Have students create and complete two 
additional columns on their exit tickets with the headings “Needs/Wants” and “Possible 
Solutions.” 

2. Say: You have limited time and materials to build your solution. Also, before you can start 
you must show me your completed exit ticket. After receiving approval, you may use 
paper and pencil to plan your design in more detail or you can opt to get started building. 

3. Show students where they can access the Lux Blox and other materials and provide any 
necessary limitations based on the number of groups and kits available.  



 

4. Monitor progress as groups build and encourage students that feel stuck to check out 
what other groups are doing and for those that figure out something cool about how the 
pieces go together to share their discovery with others. 

Wrap-Up 
● Provide time for groups to share their solutions with each other. As they share, prompt 

students to identify the problem and why their solution meets the needs, wants, and 
preferences of the character. 

 

 


